
A History of Herbals 
Ansteorra Herbal & Apothecary Guild Course 

Content developed by Master Seamus O’Caellaigh of An Tir, author of Pustules, Pestilence and Pain: 
Tudor Treatments and Ailments of Henry VIII 

 
This class is offered by the Ansteorran Herbalism & Apothecary Guild. The Guild offers a “Certificate of 
Apothecary Basics” and this class is one of the twelve required classes. 
 
Disclaimer: This class is strictly for educational purposes and study of medical practices from pre-1600. It is not 
to be considered medical advice, nor should you take any of its content as medical advice. Please see a 
registered or licensed medical professional for medical advice. 

  
Class researched and information compiled by Master Seamus O’Caellaigh of An Tir, author of Pustules, 
Pestilence and Pain: Tudor Treatments and Ailments of Henry VIII 

  
What is an Herbal? 
~ A book about plants especially with reference to their medicinal properties 
 

Herbals Covered 
1.De Materia Medica  2. Naturalis Historia  3. Herbal of Apuleius 
4. De Viribus Herbarium  5. Physica   6. Physicians of Myddfai 

 7. Tacuinum Sanitatis   8. De Historia Stirpium  9. New Herball 
 10. Commentarii  11. Herball 
 
 
  
De Materia Medica – 60 CE 
a.    Author- Pedanius Dioscorides 

i.       Lived approx. 40 CE to 90 CE 
ii.      Born in Anazarba, a town in northern Cilicia (south coastal region of Asia Minor, Modern Turkey) 

                     iii.     Practiced medicine in Rome during the reign of the Emperor Nero 
iv.       He was a surgeon with the Roman army, which gave him the opportunity to travel 
v.       Traveling allowed him to collect samples of the local medicinal herbs everywhere he went. 

b.       Basics of the Herbal 
i.       On Medicinal Substances: "On the Preparation, Properties and Testing of Drugs" 

                      ii.       Original Manuscript Approx. 70 CE 
                     iii.       Oldest Intact Manuscript – Juliana Anicia Codex 
                     iv.       Excellent descriptions of nearly 600 plants 
                     v.       Approximately 1,000 simple drugs 
                    vi.       Originally Separated into 5 books : 

1.        Book 1 : Aromatics, Oils, Ointments, and Trees 
2.        Book 2 : Living Creatures, Milk, Dairy Produce, Cereals, and “Sharp Herbs” 
3.        Book 3 : Roots, Juices, Herbs, and Seeds 
4.        Book 4 : Roots and Herbs 
5.        Book 5 : Wines and Metallic Ores 

 c.       Why it is special? 
i.     Not “Re-Found” and published - With the invention of the printing press many Herbals were found and 
published. Dioscorides never went away to be re-found.  

                     ii.    Cited in medical books into the 1700’s 
                      iii.  The “Father of European Herbals” 

iv.   Served as the primary text of pharmacology until the end of the 15th century 
                      v.    Translated into at least seven other languages 
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vi.   Dioscorides wanted to surpass all previous authors.  The entire Hippocratic Corpus only mentions about 
130 different medicinal substances, while DMM listed over 4,740 different uses for the materia medica in his 
herbal, and lists over 360 varieties of medicinal actions. 

How to obtain: http://www.cancerlynx.com/dioscorides.html 
 
Naturalis Historia – 79 CE 
a.    Author- Gaius Plinius Secundus (aka Pliny the Elder) 

i.        Gaius Plinius Secundus 
ii.        Born in 23 or 24 CE in Novum Comum, a small city in the region known as Gallia Transpadana. 
iii.        Died in the Eruption of Mount Vesuvius while trying to rescue his friend Pomponianus and his family. 
iv.   A Roman author, naturalist, and natural philosopher. 
v.  Also a naval and army commander and personal friend of the emperor Vespasian. 

b.       Basics of the Herbal 
i.        Earliest known copy – Nonantulus 5th or 6th Century (A palimpsest copy), from the Benedictine 
monastery at Nonantula, c. 10 km north-east of Modena, Italy. 
ii.        Earliest Manuscript - Codex Bamburgensis 10th Century 
iii.        Leidensis Vossianus -11th Century 
iv.        Codex Parisinus Latinus – 10th or 11th Century 
v.        37 Books 
vi.         2,000 Manuscripts Referenced 
vii.        33,727 Items Listed 
viii.        400 Authors Referenced 

c.       Why it is special? 
i.        One of the largest single works to have survived from the Roman Empire to the modern day and to 
cover the entire field of ancient knowledge. 
ii.        Pliny claims to be the only Roman ever to have undertaken such a work. 
iii.        Covers the fields of botany, zoology, astronomy, geology and mineralogy. 
iv.        His discussions of some technical advances are the only sources for those inventions. 
v.   It is virtually the only work which describes the work of artists of the  time. 
vi.  A true window into 1st Century Rome. 

How to obtain: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Plin.+Nat.+toc 
 
Herbal of Pseudo-Apuleius – 400 CE 
a.       Author -? 
                    i.      Who wrote the Herbal of Apuleius? 

1.        L. Apuleius 
2.    Pseudo-Apuleius 
3.        Apuleius Barbarus 
4.        Apulei Platonici 
5.        Lacius Apuleius 

                     ii.       1st Edition c. 1481 
                     iii.       1st Illustrated Edition c. 1481 
b.       Basics of the Herbal 
                     i.       Original Manuscript 400 CE 
                     ii.       Leiden Ms Voss Laf Q. 9 - 6th Century 
                     iii.       130/131 Chapters 
                     iv.       Each chapter covers a single herb and its uses. 
                     v.       Herbauris Apulei Platonici 
                     vi.       Herbarium de Sextus Apuleius Barbarus 
                     vii.       Herbaium Apuleius Plato 
                     viii.       De Herbarum Virtutibus 
c.       Why it is special? 
                      i.       First Fully Illustrated Herbal Printed 
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                      ii.       Many Elements of Popular Superstitions with in the Text 
iii.       The content is based on late antique sources 
iv.       Likely that it was compiled from these sources by a layman, not a Physician 
 v.       Some Manuscripts and versions of the Herbal have been altered to reflect the herbs known to the 
compiler. 
 vi.       Though it was pretty inferior when compared to other herbals it was very popular, in fact one would say 
one of the most popular medieval works in medieval times. 

d.       How to obtain: Leechdoms, Wortcunning, and Starcraft of Early England 
 
De Viribus Herbarium – 1065 CE 
a.       Author- Macer Floridus 
                      i.       Opening line in Herbal claims it was written by Macer. 
                      ii.      Only Macer connected with Herbal writing died in 16 CE 
                      iii.       Most scholars believe Odo, Bishop of Meung was the true author. 

iv.       Odo’s name appears on a 12th Century Manuscript of De Viribus Herbarum, located in Dresden. 
v.       A 13th Century Manuscript is titled, De Viribus Herbarum acutore Odone dicto Macro Floridio or Of the 
Power of Herbs, the author being Odo, Called Macer of Flowers. 
vi.       Others that could have been the author include, Odo Veronesis, Odo Muremundensis and Hugo of 
Tours. 

b.       Basics of the Herbal 
                       i.       Original Manuscript, De Viribus Herbarum, not extant. 

ii.       Earliest extant Manuscript, Opus Macri Physici de Viribus Herbarum, now in Vienna. 
                     iii.       1st Edition Published in 1477 by printer Arnaldus de Bruxella in Naples. 
                     iv.       Written in Latin Verse. 
                     v.       First Edition was unillustrated. 
                     vi.      Contained originally 77 Herbs 
                     vii.       First edition with illustrations published in 1482 in Milan. 
                     viii.     Some versions contain 86 plants, and some as many as 97. 
c.       Why it is special? 
                       i.       First Herbal ever Printed. 

ii.     The Latin Verse it is written in, a hexameter, a poetic verse form, that some believe was used as a 
mnemonic device for physicians and apothecaries. 
iii.     Most of the content is derived from Pliny, but also included are Dioscorides, Oribasus, Hippocrates and 
others. 

How to obtain: https://archive.org/details/deviribusherbaru00mace (in Latin) 
 
Physica – 1150 CE 
a.       Author- Hildegard von Bingen 
                i.       Born at Böckelheim on the Nahe, 1098 
                      ii.       Died at Rupertsberg near Bingen, 1179 

iii.       Age of 8 she was placed under the care of Jutta, sister of Count Meginhard 
                      iv.       Started having visions at a young age 
                      v.       Given the command from the Church to record what she saw 
                      vi.       Illness overcame her often 
                      vii.       Physica is her only known non-metaphysical book 

viii.       German Benedictine abbess, writer, composer, philosopher, Christian mystic, visionary 
b.       Basics of the Herbal Original Manuscript c. 1150 – Not Extant 
                       i.       1st Edition – 1533 

ii.       Book 1: Plants, Book 2: Elements, Book 3: Trees, Book 4: Stones, Book 5: Fish, Book 6: Birds, Book 7: 
Animals, Book 8: Reptiles, Book 9: Metals 

c.       Why it is special? 
i.       First book in which a woman discusses plants and trees in their relation to medical properties. 

                     ii.       Earliest book on Natural History written in Germany. 

https://archive.org/details/deviribusherbaru00mace
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iii.       While Brunfels, Fuchs and Bock are called the German Fathers of Botany, really we are more indebted to 
the German Mother of Botany. 
iv.       Included recipes handed down through the generations by her predecessors. 

                     v.       Considered a great look into the folk medicine of Germany 
vi.       Side note: Woodcuts from Physica had little to do with the material within. They were borrowed from 
another medical book. 

d.       How to obtain: ISBN-13: 978-0892816613 
 
Physicians of Myddfai – 1300’s 
a.       Authors – Physicians of the Princes of Myddafai (mudth-vie) 
                      i.       Myddfai is in Carmarthenshire, Wales 

 ii.       Family of herbalists known as the Physicians of Myddfai lived and worked here in the 11th and 12th 
centuries. 

                      iii.       Physicians for the Welsh Princes 
b.       Basics of the Herbal 
                      i.       Contains two books written 14th Century and 15th Century 
                      ii.      The Red Book of Hergest: written in 1382 
                      iii.       The Red Book of Hergest contains 188 entries 
                      iv.       Howell the Physician’s Book written in the 15th Century 
                      v.       Contains 815 entries 
                      vi.       Not only treatments - Contains of Essential information for a Physician 
c.       Why it is special? 

 i.       The manuscript also contains a collection of herbal remedies associated with Rhiwallon Feddyg, founder 
of a medical dynasty that lasted over 500 years 
ii.       The manuscript derives its name from the color of its leather binding and from its association with 
Hergest Court between the late 15th and early 17th century Myddfai just outside Llandovery 

                     iii.       Written in Welsh and not Latin like most of its contemporaries.   
                     iv.       Treatments are listed by illness and not ingredients like most herbals. 

v.       Contains great references to Uroscopy  
How to obtain: https://archive.org/details/physiciansmyddv00willgoog 
 
Tacuinum Sanitatis – 1300’s 
a.       Basics of the Herbal 
                     i.       Author Unknown 

ii.       Four illustrated complete manuscripts survive in Vienna, Paris, Liège and Rome. 
                    iii.       All produced in Lombardy 

iv.       Based on the Taqwīm as‑siḥḥah (Maintenance of Health"), an 11th Century Arab medical text by Ibn 
Butlan of Baghdad 

                     v.       Written in Latin 
b.       Why it is special? 

i.       "The Tacuinum Sanitatis is about the six things that are necessary for every man in the daily preservation 
of his health, about their correct uses and their effects.” 

1.        The first is the treatment of air, which concerns the heart. 
2.        The 2nd is the right use of food and drinks. 
3.        The 3rd is the correct use of movement and rest. 
4.        The 4th is the prohibition of the body from sleep, or excessive wakefulness. 
5.        The fifth is the correct use of elimination and retention of humors.  
6. The sixth is the regulating of the person by moderating joy, anger, fear, and distress. 

ii.       The translation of the Taqwim was commissioned by the Court of Sicily towards the middle of the 13th 
century. 
iii.       Believed to be meant for people that were cultured but not medically trained. 

How to obtain: http://www.godecookery.com/tacuin/tacuin.htm 
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De Historia Stirpium- 1542 CE 
a.       Author- Leonhart Fuchs 
                     i.       1501 –1566 
                     ii.       A German physician and botanist. 
                    iii.       Born in Wemding, in the Duchy of Bavaria. 

iv.       After attending a school in Heilbronn, went to the Marienschule in Erfurt, Thuringia at the age of twelve. 
                     v.       Graduated as Baccalaureus artium. 
                     vi.       In 1524 he became Magister Artium in Ingolstadt 
                     vii.      Also received a doctor of medicine degree in the same year. 
                    viii.       The botanical genus Fuchsia is named in his honour 
b.       Basics of the Herbal 
                     i.       First published in 1542 
                     ii.       Contained 500 accurate and detailed drawings of plants 
                     iii.       Drawings were printed from woodcuts 

iv.       It was illustrated by: Albrecht Meyer, who made drawings based on the actual plants; Heinrich 
Füllmaurer, who transferred the drawings to woodblock; and Vitus Rudolph Speckle, who cut the blocks and 
printed the drawings. 

c.       Why it is special? 
                    i.       Over 100 of the plants in the book were first descriptions. 

ii.       The University of Glasgow states that it is considered a landmark work in its field. Stanford University 
Press considers it one of the best illustrated books of all time and a masterpiece of the German Renaissance. 
iii.       The book was initially published in Latin and Greek and quickly translated into German. 

                     iv.       20 years after his death was translated into English 
v.       During Fuchs' lifetime the book went through 39 printings, in Dutch, French, German, Latin, and Spanish. 

How to obtain: http://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/dehistoriastirp00fuch 
 
Commentarii – 1544 CE 
a.       Author- Pier Andrea Mattioli 
                      i.       1501 – 1577 
                      ii.       Born in Siena, city in Tuscany, Italy 
                      iii.       A doctor and naturalist 
                      iv.       Received his MD at the University of Padua, in 1523. 
                      v.       A student of botany. 

vi.       Personal physician of Ferdinand II, Archduke of Further Austria, and of Maximilian II, Holy Roman 
Emperor. 

                     vii.       16 of his works have been published. 
viii.       The plant genus Matthiola, a genus of flowering plants in the mustard family was named by Robert 
Brown in honor of Mattioli 

b.       Basics of the Herbal 
i.       The first draft was published in Venice without the figures and was dedicated to cardinal Cristoforo 
Madruzzo, Prince-Bishop of Trento and Bressanone 
ii.       Described 100 new plants and coordinated the medical botany of his time in his Discorsi 
("Commentaries") on the Materia Medica of Dioscorides. 
iii.       The first edition of Mattioli's work appeared in 1544 in Italian. There were several later editions in Italian 
and translations into Latin (Venice, 1554), French (Lyon, 1561), Czech, (Prague, 1562), and German (Prague, 
1563). 
iv.       In 1548 publishes the second edition of "Mattioli Speeches of Dioscorides', with the addition of the sixth 
book on remedies against poisons 

c.       Why it is special? 
i.       In addition to identifying the plants originally described by Dioscorides, Mattioli added descriptions of 
some plants not in Dioscorides and not of any known medical use, thus marking a transition from to the study of 
plants as a field of medicine to a study of interest in its own right. 

http://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/dehistoriastirp00fuch
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 ii.       He elaborated greatly on the writings of Dioscorides, in fact sometimes where Dioscorides would have a 
dozen lines about a plant Pier would add 60. 
iii.       In addition, the woodcuts in Mattioli's work were of a high standard, allowing recognition of the plant 
even when the text was obscure. A noteworthy inclusion is an early variety of tomato, the first documented 
example of the vegetable being grown and eaten in Europe. 

How to obtain: http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/61850#/summary 
 
New Herball – 1551 CE 
a.       Author- William Turner 
                     i.       1509 – 1568 
                     ii.       Turner was born in Morpeth, Northumberland 
                     iii.       Studied at Pembroke Hall, Cambridge University from 1526 to 1533 
                      iv.       He received B.A. in 1530 
                      v.       He received M.A. in 1533. 
                      vi.       Also heavily involved in Politics and his opinion on religious reform. 

vii.       Banished from England, after spending two years in Prison, after his works were burned. 
                     viii.       Returned to England when Edward became King. 
                     ix.       Again when Mary became Queen he was Banished. 
                     x.       Regained favor from Elizabeth 
b.       Basics of the Herbal 
                     i.       1st Edition : Part 1 Published 1551 
                    ii.       2nd Edition : Part 2 Published 1562 
                     iii.       3rd Edition : Part 3 with Parts 1 and 2 added, corrected and enlarged. 

iv.       woodcuts (mainly copied from Leonhart Fuchs's 1542 De Historia Stirpium) 
                     v.       These volumes gave the first clear, systematic survey of English plants 

 vi.       detailed observations based on Turner's own field studies put the herbal on an altogether higher footing 
than in earlier works 
vii.       Turner included an account of their "uses and vertues", and in his preface admits that some will accuse 
him of divulging to the general public what should have been reserved for a professional audience 

c.       Why it is special? 
 i.       For the first time, a herbal was available in England in the vernacular, from which people could identify 
the main English plants without difficulty. The reason that Turner’s herbal is considered to be so important is 
because it is the first to be written in English. This meant that anyone who could read English was able to learn 
information about herbs that had previously been passed on by word of mouth, or written in Latin. 
ii.       The importance of ‘A New Herball’ can best be understood if you are aware of what was going on at the 
time in which it was written. The use of the moveable-type printing press, which was developed in Germany 
around 1440, had spread throughout Europe. 
iii.       The 1568 book containing all three parts of ‘A New Herball’ recognizes 238 different plant species, as 
well as giving their properties, uses and virtues. The fact that Turner not only systematically recorded, but 
opened up herb lore to a wider audience has led to him being referred to as the ‘Father of English Botany’. 

d.       How to obtain: ISBN-13: 978-0521445498 
 
Herball – 1597 CE 
a.       Author - John Gerard 
                    i.       c. 1545–1612 
                    ii.       Born in Nantwich 
                    iii.       At the age of 17 he was apprenticed as a barber-surgeon 
                    iv.       In 1577, he began to supervise the London gardens of William Cecil 

v.       In 1596, Gerard published a list of rare plants he cultivated in his own garden at Holborn 
                    vi.       He introduced exotic plants from the New World 
b.       Basics of the Herbal 
                     i.       Published in 1597 

ii.       1,800 Woodcuts, 16 of which were original, including the first picture of the potato. 
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                      iii.       Titled Great Herball, or Generall Historie of Plantes 
iv.       Reused hundreds of woodblocks from Jacobus Theodorus’ Tabernaemontanus Eicones Plantarum 

                     v.       Contained 1,392 pages of text. 
vi.       Second Edition was published post period. It was Edited and enlarged and contained 2,821 woodcuts. 

c.       Why it is special? 
                     i.       Fluid and lively writing 

ii.       Herball was popular with ordinary literate people in 17th century England 
iii.       There is evidence of the book still being in practical use even in the early 19th century 
 iv.       Herball references many of the poisonous plants mentioned in Shakespeare’s plays 

How to obtain: http://caliban.mpipz.mpg.de/gerarde/index.html 
 
REMINDER: This class is strictly for educational purposes and studies the medicine from pre-1600. It is not to 
be considered Medical advice, nor should you take any of its content as medical advice. Please see a 
registered or licensed medical professional for medical advice. 
 
 
 
If you are interested in being a part of the Herbal & Apothecary Guild, here are some online places to join for 
communication purposes: 
 
Website: https://ansteorra.org/herbalismapothecary  
 
Kingdom of Ansteorra Herbalism and Apothecary Guild: https://www.facebook.com/groups/972679779453774/ 
 
Northern Regional Herbalism and Apothecary Guild of Ansteorra: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/836896110086684/  
 
Central regional herbal and apothecary guild of Ansteorra: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/447252855735070/ 
 
Herbalist -- Ansteorran herbalist email list: http://lists.ansteorra.org/listinfo.cgi/herbalist-ansteorra.org 
 
Ansteorra Herbal & Apothecary Guild Roster: https://tinyurl.com/ybufeg9s 
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